BUILDING FASTENERS

METAL TO METAL FASTENERS

PAINT + TESTING

PaintingOptions
MATCHTECH
The world’s best fasteners – now in any color, any time.
MatchTech™ is Marco Industries’ state-of-the- art, high
quality polyurethane paint for all of your fastener needs.
MatchTech™ uses Imron 6000 from DuPont. Due to the
added amount of polyurethane in Imron 6000, it produces
a rubber-based material which eliminates chipping,
especially when lobe sockets are used.
QUALITY:
Offers unsurpassed durability and chemical resistance.

LIMITLESS POSSIBILITIES:
There are endless color possibilities with this state of the
art color system.
QUICK:
Non-standard color matches can be produced within a
24 to 48 hour turn around using our in house color eye
computer station.

CONSISTENCY:
High quality coating makes your fasteners last, and keeps
you coming back for more.

SUPERIOR POLYURETHANE PAINT COATING

POLYURETHANE

POWDER COAT

Crimped washer heads show
polyurethane’s superior durability while
powder coating can chip and flake.
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Marco’s use of polyurethane paint makes it the most
durable paint coating technology in the industry.
Unlike typical powder coating paint processes, which
can end up cracking, flaking, chipping, and disintegrating
under pressure, polyurethane paint has a rubbery

compound that allows it to bend and bounce
back under stress without cracking, flaking,
or chipping.

TestingLaboratory
Marco Industries and Sherry Laboratories
Marco Industries has partnered with Sherry Laboratories for product testing
and validation. Marco’s partnership with Sherry Laboratories ensures that all
products can withstand the most brutal elements in the harshest climates North
America has to offer.
Sherry Laboratories has built a reputation as an industry leader in the field of
metallurgical testing by meeting and exceeding customers’ expectations for
accuracy and time requirements for more than 60 years.
Sherry Holdings LLC is five premier testing companies combining to provide
uniquely accredited testing, technical expertise and services of superior quality
through eight testing facilities. Founded in 1947, Sherry has been adding value to
Marco Industries by providing efficient, timely and responsive testing services.

Sherry’s metallurgical laboratories have been accredited through Nadcap and the
American Association of Laboratory Accreditation (A2LA). They also meet the
requirements of ISO 17025, and the general requirements for the Competence
of Calibration and Testing Laboratories for Mechanical, Chemical and Fastener
testing as outlined in the Fastener Quality Act (FQA).
OEMs, fabricators and end users rely on Sherry Laboratories to test their
metals, exotic alloys and polymers in accordance with standards set forth
by a number of organizations, including the American Society for Testing
and Materials (ASTM), American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME),
American Petroleum Institute (API), American Welding Society (AWS), American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), Federal,
Military or individual customer specifications.

Few laboratories around the world carry the range of professional accreditations
and approvals enjoyed by Sherry Laboratories.
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PO I NT
D I A M ETE R

Drill
Point

MAJOR
DIAMETER

MINOR
DIAMETER

HEAD ACROSS
FLAT

Washer Face
Diameter

#10

#2

.189 / .183

.141 / .135

.311 / .305

.414 / .384

#12

#2.5

.215 / .209

.164 / .157

.311 / .305

.432 / .398

#14

#3

.246 / .240

.192 / .185

.374 / .367

.520 / .480

1/4" STITCH

#1

.246 / .240

.192 / .185

.305 / .311

.432 / .398

M AT E R I A L

DESIGNATION

PULL OUT
STRENGTH
(LBS ULT)

NOM. GAUGE

HRS PRIMED ONLY
16

14

THICKNESS

.065

#10

818

#12
1/4"

G-90 GALVANIZED
12

18

16

.14

12

22

.070

.106

.047

.060

.072

.101

.031

882

1495

731

-

-

-

-

927

958

1678

729

787

1041

1372

-

986

1070

2003

868

890

1107

1327

489

M AT E R I A L

DESIGNATION

(LBS ULT)

26

24

22

20

.019

.024

.032

.038

#10 with 12mm washer

722

1040

1197

1419

#12 with 14mm washer

1001

1206

1649

-

1/4" with 15mm washer

878

1160

1503

-

THICKNESS

recommended installation

PULL OVER
STRENGTH

AZ55 GALVALUME

NOM. GAUGE

recommended installation

Metal 2 Metal
APPLICATIONS

rooftop
application

SIDE WALL
application
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PLATING + COATING + TERMS

PlatingOptions
SURESHIELD
Standard mechanical plating
Marco’s standard plating is 1 mil of mechanical plating.
This provides all our fasteners with maximum plating
protection.

MARCO’S FASTENER SALT SPRAY TEST RESULTS
AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST.

Salt spray tests for our standard SureShield plated
fasteners exceed 1,000 salt spray hours. Our mechanical
plating eliminates all hydrogen embrittlement.

ELECTROPLATE
Marco’s electroplating technology.
Marco uses .005 electroplating for all fasteners, with the
option to add additional coatings as well. This provides
excellent salt spray and Kesternich ratings. Electroplating
also provides good lubricity and wear resistance for both
the QuikGrip and QuikDrill fastener families.

MARCO’S FASTENER SALT SPRAY TEST RESULTS
AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST.

CoatingOptions
TRIPLEGUARD
The one coating with three times the protection.
Extend the life of your fasteners by choosing Marco
TripleGuard. This fastener coating combines an
electroplated zinc and chromate substrate with an organic
topcoat. The electroplated zinc layer provides sacrificial
protection of the steel substrate while the topcoat creates
a durable barrier.
TripleGuard is engineered to provide extended field life
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and improve the mechanical performance of fasteners.
It is also engineered with integrated friction modifiers to
eliminate the need for sealers or post-coating lubricants.
TripleGuard provides superior product performance in
fewer layers than comparable finishes. Fewer processing
steps result in improved quality and reduced cost.

FastenerTerms
TENSIONSTRENGTH
The point at which a fastener fails under a load exerted in
two direct and opposite directions.
Fastener tension is created when a fastener elongates

during tightening, producing the clamp load that
prevents movement between joint members. Such
movement is arguably the most common cause of
structural joint failures.

TORSIONSTRENGTH
With Torsion testing, we are able to simulate real life
service conditions, check product quality, and ensure
proper manufacturing techniques. Torsion tests are
performed by applying rotational forces or by applying

both compression and rotational forces. Types of torsion
testing vary from product to product but can usually be
classified as failure, proof, or product operation testing.

SHEARSTRENGTH
Shear is accomplished by exerting shear force (pressure)
in the crosswise surface of the fastener until shear
failure occurs.

Shear force causes the two adjacent portions of the
fastener to slide in opposite directions parallel to their
contact surface.

PULLOUTPERFORMANCE
Pullout is the capacity of a fastener’s thread connection
with a particular medium to remain intact and resist being
pulled out of the medium.

PULLOVERPERFORMANCE
Pullover performance relates to the capacity of a fastener
to resist the pulling of the fastened sheet material over the
head of the fastener.

The resistance to pullover is related to the strength and
diameter of the fastener washer as well as the strength and
thickness of the metal panel used.
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